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Low-Risk Gambling Toolkit for Universities and Colleges  
 
 
 

Where to Begin 
Making the idea into a reality. 

 
‣ Step One: Investigate the market  

 
‣ Step Two: Recruit an Advisory Board 

 
‣ Step Three: Think like the audience 

 
‣ Step Four: Define the problem 

 
‣ Step Five: Form a plan 

 
‣ Step Six: Consider message placement 

 
‣ Step Seven: Develop the messaging 

 
‣ Step Eight: Get familiar with campus policies 

 
‣ Step Nine: Select who should be involved 

 
‣ Step Ten: Schedule the campaign 

 
‣ Additional Notes 
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Step One: Investigate the market 
 

Dividing the potential population by factors such as age, gender, participation in certain activities, and 
socioeconomic status, is a good starting point in identifying the Target Audience.  Once division of the 
population is complete, select a Target Audience which has the most potential impact on the issue and can 
reasonably be reached. Identifying and becoming familiar with the Target Audience allows for the ability to 
craft messages that resonate with key people.  

 
 
 

Consider where your Target Audience is. For students, it is important to review the campus atmosphere (social, 
economic, academic, etc.). Focus on finding opportunities to reach Target Audiences at activities that are 
meaningful to them and correlates with the topic. Also, look for any conditions or barriers that would lead to 
resistance to adoption of desired behaviors. 
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Step Two: Recruit an Advisory Board 
A great way to learn about the campus policies and who to involve in your campaign is creating an Advisory 
Board made up of students, faculty, and staff to assist with the collection of data, provide feedback on campus 
culture, and recruit members of the Target Audience to react to campaign materials. Members will be your eyes 
and ears for what is happening on campus. Their duties will include reporting back to your project team on 
campus culture, tracking how gambling messages are received, and performing other “boots on the ground” 
tasks for the project. 

The following points should be considered when creating an Advisory Board: 
 
 

‣ Members should have access to the Target Audience and be open to having objective conversations 
with members of those groups as needed. 

‣ Members should be comfortable collecting data, after you teach them easy and appropriate methods to 
collect data that will help develop messages and evaluate the campaign. 

‣ Scheduling regular meetings with members of your team at mutually beneficial times is important. 
This will allow the Advisory Board to share ideas, report on campus happenings and tweak concepts 
to motivate behavior change with the Target Audience. 

‣ Also, consider consulting the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for approval of the campaign.   
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Step Three: Think like the audience 
After identifying the Target Audience, it is important to get to know them better. Throughout the project, 
consider what you want the Target Audience to do and how it will affect their lives. The four factors we consider 
are outlined below. 

• FUNCTION-	Target	Audience must have a clear understanding of what is being asked of them. There needs to 
be  communication on how that behavior will benefit them or someone they care about, and why complying 
with the request is better than any alternative behavior (which includes inaction). 

• FEELING- Target Audience needs to connect emotionally with whatever it is you’re asking them to do. 
Sometimes, you can set the hook with humor, nostalgia or another sentiment, but ultimately, the Target 
Audience must feel good about– and comfortable with – the action you want them to take.  There should not 
be scare tactics or hooks involving fear.   

 
• COMPATIBILITY- The desired behavior must be logical, easy and convenient. If what is being asked of the 

Target Audience requires too much work (either in thought or action) or does not fit into their worldview or 
lifestyle, they will be less likely to do it. 

• COST- Consider what the Target Audience is required to give up in order to do what you are asking of 
them. This could be money, time, adrenaline rushes, status, reputation and more. 

 

The Target Audience is much more likely to change their behavior when an organization effectively addresses the 
feeling, function, compatibility and cost associated with the desired behavior. 
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Step Four: Define the problem 

• Define the problem(s) that needs to be addressed. 

• Considerations include the specific behaviors that constitute a problem and what the desired target 
behavior(s) look like.  

• Reflect on your analysis of the atmosphere and Target Audience to identify what factors contribute to 
the problem. 
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Step Five: Form a plan 
 

Next, identify a variety of key objectives that are specific, measurable and time based. These should include short 
term and long term changes you would like to see in the Target Audience’s perception, behaviors, knowledge, etc. 
 

These objectives can guide the definition of conscious target behaviors which help to guide the creation of 
messaging and creative collateral. These target behaviors can change over the life of the campaign, so early 
target behaviors should focus on accomplishing short term objectives. 
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Step Six: Consider message placement 
Begin to think about what types of creative collateral will be needed; especially the platforms to be used. The 
placement of messaging is a critical decision in a campaign. It’s not enough to get a message somewhere the 
Target Audience visits. The message must be somewhere that captures attention. Look for places that are part 
of the Target Audience’s routine and at times they will be paying attention to their surroundings (bored in line, 
waiting for the elevator, sitting in traffic, etc.). 

For example, 40,000 students may pass a bulletin board every day on the way to class. However, adding an 8.5 x 
11 white paper to the boards won’t likely be memorable. The same papers handed out to 100 people in line at the 
cafeteria may have considerably more impact. 

Once the ideal locations are identified, look for ways to differentiate the message from the other promotional 
material in that space. This can be as simple as using a different sized paper, making something 3D, or an 
unusual color. 

 Focusing on the traits that make the Target Audience unique may help inspire unusual mediums. 
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Step Seven: Develop the messaging 
 

There are two approaches to brainstorming creative: internally creating suggestions based on existing 
messaging surrounding this topic/individual creativity/target behaviors, or speaking to the Target Audience 
through focus groups and interviews/hearing their ideas on how to promote this idea. Ideally, a mix of both can 
bring the most insight and creativity to your final ideas. 

 
 
 

Even if you implant both approaches, you may need to return to the generating ideas stage several times. What 
may seem to be an excellent idea in the conference room may not work on campus. The only way to know if an 
idea will resonate with your Target Audience is to ask them. Throughout the messaging stage, you will want to 
conduct surveys and interviews to determine which of your ideas best inspires the Target Audience to adopt 
target behaviors. Through surveying, you can learn what words, images, distribution channels, and ideas are not 
hitting the mark, thus allowing you to adjust accordingly. 
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Step Eight: Get familiar with campus policies 
Implementing your ideas begins with considering what policies the university has regarding gambling and 
advertising limitation. Additionally, consider what policies individual departments (for example, housing 
or dining) may have regarding advertising. 

A university’s communications department is an excellent resource. They will, most likely, have the most up to 
date information about the messages and mediums currently on campus, as well as their respective success. 
This group will likely have a master list of approved mediums as well as the contacts to implement a campaign. 

Using your analysis of the campus community, insight from the university communications department, and an 
Advisory Board (see step two) you can find out what advertising is currently being done on campus. They can 
identify locations or subjects of specific popularity (often a sport) which could be tied to this issue and what 
practices may be overdone and are now ineffective. 
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Step Nine: Select who should be involved 
 

In addition to knowing the policies that regulate your interaction with your Target Audience, you need to think 
of the people who help or hurt your goals. Consider the groups which frequently interact with your Target 
Audience. This can include friends, family, co workers, authority figures or vendors. Additionally, which groups 
already have a strong foothold on campus and may be able to lend their weight to your message. 

 
 
 

Next, search for groups on a campus, city, state, and national level which have similar goals to your own. There 
may be opportunities for you to combine your reach and spending power. These groups can also share their 
insight into the Target Audience’s reception to the desired behaviors. 

However, keep in mind that groups with very similar messages can potentially harm your campaign. If there is 
too much conversation surrounding an issue, your Target Audience may confuse the message or be unclear 
about which organization to approach for further information. If there are competing voices on the issue, you 
will have to ensure your message is distinct. 

 
 
 

You should also research any groups that would be actively opposed to your message (both on and off	campus). 
Be aware of what methods opposing groups are using to attract the attention of your Target Audience. You may 
also be able to approach them and find mutually rewarding ways to remove them from hindering your efforts. 

For example, local establishments may be using gambling events to get participation in fundraisers. You may be 
able to offer alternative incentives (hockey tickets, campus bucks, parking spots) which help grow the 
establishment’s reach without harming your message. 
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Step Ten: Schedule the campaign 
Finally, it is time to consider when each element of the campaign will be released. You want to schedule the release 
of your campaign so that it will reach the largest number of attentive Target Audience members. Some general 
principles to keep in mind are: 

‣ On average, it takes three interactions with a message before a person recalls what they have seen or   
heard. However, each time someone sees your message it loses some of its effectiveness. So, you want to 
get your message in front of the Target Audience often enough to be memorable but not so often that it 
becomes annoying or overlooked. 

‣ Releasing different elements of the campaign at different times allows you to measure the effectiveness 
of individual mediums and messages. 

‣ Avoid times that your Target Audience may be less receptive to engaging with your message (finals 
week) and stay aware of triggers that may cause their habits to change (summer break). 

‣ Release messaging that takes advantage of seasonal events (football games, holidays, etc.) only if the 
message will be unique from other campaigns. It is not an efficient use of your funds to have your 
message lost in the chatter from other campaigns. 
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Additional Notes: 
 

A witty tagline and engaging message is not enough to capture the attention of the Target Audience. Most people 
interact with dozens of campaigns each day. Each of your campaign elements is a reflection of your brand and 
legitimacy. Be sure that the quality of your materials starts strong and is maintained. For example, you will need 
to regularly check on the condition of any yard signs or posters around campus. 

 
 
 

Using the objectives created in the first project phase, determine if the project is being effective. Campaign 
success naturally ebbs and flows, so do not expect a constant increase in desired behaviors. When results have 
plateaued, it may be time to move to long term objectives or to revisit the creative to see if it is still resonating 
with the Target Audience. 

Measuring campaign effectiveness is a constant task. Throughout the campaign life, checking and rechecking the 
effectiveness of each part of the campaign is essential (the message, medium, location, timing, and 
implementation).  One example of a way to do this would be to create and distribute follow up surveys to the 
Target Audience.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Credit for this Low-Risk Gambling Toolkit include:  Ohio Mental Health and Addiction Services (OMHAS), 
Columbus, OH; Envision Partnerships, Butler County Ohio; Taproot Creative, Tallahassee, FL; The Haven at 
College, Oxford, OH; Community Development Professionals, LLC, Hamilton, OH;  Sharon Custer, Miami 
University, Department of Family Studies and Social Work, Oxford, OH. 
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University Resources 
Downloadable Resources 
for Universities 
Sample downloadable resources  

‣ Sample University Gambling Policy 
	

‣ Sample University Gambling Policy Implementation 
	

‣ Sample Gambling Event Planning Guide 
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Sample University Gambling Policy 

 

The	following	is	a	sample	gambling	policy	which	can	be	adapted	to	fit	the	needs	of	a	university.	The	guiding	
principle	is	to	provide	boundaries	without	restricting	low	risk	gambling	activities.	

	

	

	

The	purpose	of	this	policy	is	to	define	______’s	position	related	to	gambling	activities	organized	by	
persons	affiliated	with	the	university.	The	policy	applies	to	all	students,	registered	and	non-registered,	
student	groups,	staff,	faculty	and	visitors	at	______.	

This	policy	is	intended	to	promote	responsible	gambling	practices	and	protect	the	wellbeing	of	individuals	
associated	with	the	university.	

	

	

	

Gambling	-	To	undertake	an	activity	which	risks	the	loss	of	money,	property,	or	items	of	value	

	

Gambling	activities	-	Including	but	are	not	limited	to:	

	

‣ Gambling themed events (e.g. Casino nights) 

‣ Sports betting (e.g. brackets or fantasy leagues) 

‣ Tournaments, auctions, contests, lotteries, raffles, drawing or gift enterprises 

‣ Activities involving placing bets or wagers, both in person or online 

‣ Games of chance (e.g. dice, chips, or gambling devices) 

‣ Games of skill (e.g. carnival games) 
	

	

	

I. 	

II. 	
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‣ Any individual or student organization interested in hosting gambling activities must meet with 
the Office of ________ and fill out, for example, a Gambling Activity Review Form before 
organizing the activity. 

‣ Any advertising of gambling/gambling related events should be submitted to the Office of _____ for 
review prior to distribution. 

	

‣ Activities with any relation to gambling will be approved at the discretion of the Office of ______. 
Any activities with the awarding of monetary prizes will automatically be denied. Applicants who 
wish to dispute the results of their request may resubmit their application with additional or novel 
information. 

‣ Approved activities may be required to feature information regarding responsible gambling 
behaviors and resources to attain assistance with high-risk gambling behaviors.  Acceptable 
methods of information distribution include but are not limited to: 

• Information tables  from approved campus partners 

• Distribution of campus approved print materials 

• Presentations of campus approved information 

‣ Please note that the Office of ______ has a limited supply of non-monetary prize offerings which 
can be donated to low-risk gambling activities. To be considered for these prizes, complete, for 
example,  a Low-Risk Gambling Activity Prize Request Form detailing requested prize amount and 
types. 

‣ The Office of ______ retains the right to stop any gambling activity based on lack of relevant 
information at time of approval or based on participant conduct during the activity. This includes 
communications from activity organizers via social media in reference to high-risk gambling 
activities   or participants. 

	

	

	

Any	individual	student	or	student	group	found	in	violation	of	this	policy	shall	be	subject	to	sanctions	as	
outlined	for	example,	in	the	Student	Rights	and	Responsibilities	Policy.	

Faculty	and	staff	found	in	violation	of	this	policy	shall	be	subject	to	sanctions	as	outlined	for	example,	in	
the	Human	Resources	Policy	or	collective	agreements.	

Visitors	in	violation	of	this	policy	shall	be	subject	to	sanctions	at	the	discretion	of	the	Office	of	______.	

Violations	should	be	reported	to	the	Office	of	______.	

III. 	
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Students	voluntarily	seeking	assistance	for	a	gambling-related	problem	may	do	so	without	fear	of	
disciplinary	action,	and	will	be	treated	with	the	utmost	sensitivity	and	confidentiality.	Such	assistance	
may	be	sought	through:	

‣ (list of offices and contacts) 

If	you	are	concerned	about	the	gambling	practices	of	someone	you	know,	please	contact	one	of	the	
organizations	above.	

Students	who	are	documented	for	violating	the	gambling	policy,	and	who	subsequently	request	assistance	
for	gambling	related	problems,	are	not	exempt	from	the	review	process	or	any	sanctions	that	may	result	
from	their	actions.	

	

	

For	further	information	regarding	the	Campus	Gambling	Policy,	contact:	

(Title,	Office,	Contact	Info)	
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Sample University Gambling Policy Implementation 
It	is	foreseeable	that	creation	and	enforcement	of	a	gambling	policy	will	result	in	pushback.	To	mitigate	this	
issue,	universities	should	select	someone	to	manage	the	enforcement	of	this	policy.	

	

Each	university	should	designate	an	individual	or	department	to	oversee	the	implementation	of	the	
gambling	policy.	The	designated	person(s)	should	create	annual	objectives	in	regards	to	problem	
gambling	prevention	and	awareness.	The	designated	person(s)	should	also	oversee	the	design	or	
creation,	distribution,	and	analysis	of	surveys	throughout	the	year	which	measure	whether	these	
objectives	are	being	met.	

If	your	university	elects	to	implement	a	policy	with	a	gambling	activity	review	process,	the	designated	
person(s)	should	manage	that	system.	Below	is	a	sample	form	regarding	requests	to	host	gambling	
activities	and	suggested	reasons	to	accept	or	reject	a	proposal.	

	

Activity	Overview	
‣ Name of sponsoring group or organization 

‣ Name and contact of primary organizer 

‣ Activity date, time, duration and location 

‣ Approximate number of persons participating 

‣ Who will be permitted to participate (i.e. students, staff, alumni, open to public or only 
members of specific organizations) 

‣ Activity name, theme and description 

‣ Is this activity benefiting a charity? If so, which? 

Activity	Details	
‣ What will the costs to participate be? (i.e. entry fee, tickets/chips, etc.) 

‣ What gambling activities will be going on? What will it cost to participate in each? 

‣ What non gambling activities will be occurring? 

‣ Are there any caps on the amount individuals can participate or spend? 

‣ What will the prizes be? How will they be awarded? 

‣ What will the money handling procedures be? I.e.  what forms of payment will be collected, when will 
it be collected, how will it be stored, and who will collect it? 
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Alcohol	consumption	
‣ Will there be alcohol available during this activity? 

‣ How will it be distributed or purchased? 

‣ Can alcohol be purchased with winnings from gambling activities? 

‣ Who will oversee the distribution of alcohol? 

‣ What measures will be in place to discourage underage drinking? 

Educational	activities	
‣ What, if any, are the learning outcomes of this activity? 

‣ Detail any organizations/individuals speaking, tabling, or participating in the activity. 

‣ What, if any, information will be provided about gambling and addiction? 

Any	advertising	should	be	attached	here	or	submitted	separately	to	the	Office	of	_____	for	review	prior	to	
distribution.	

	

	

Activities	that	promote	responsible	gambling	and	do	not	present	a	danger	to	the	well	being	of	participants	
should	be	approved.	Requests	could	be	conditionally	accepted	based	on	an	adjustment	of	activity	
procedures.	

Gambling	activities	should	be	denied	or	conditionally	accepted	if	any	of	the	following	factors	are	identified	
from	initial	meeting	with	the	organizer	or	from	the	request	form:	

• Date or location are likely to result in harmful behaviors or are inappropriate for association with 
the university. 

• Prizes, activities, titles or themes are seen as demeaning, derogatory, or otherwise inappropriate. 
• Prizes are monetary or of excessive value. 
• Costs of participating are deemed excessive and/or structure of activities promotes excessive spending. 

• Lack of measures to prevent harmful gambling decisions. 
• Attendees are required to participate in gambling activities to engage in other activities. 
• The method of alcohol distribution suggests that participants could have significantly impacted 

judgment when making monetary decisions. 

• Advertising encourages harmful gambling behaviors. 
• At the discretion of the reviewer, additional factors may be cited if seen as promoting 

irresponsible gambling, in poor taste, or presenting a danger to participants. 
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The	reviewer	may	require	the	activity	to	feature	information	regarding	responsible	gambling	behaviors	and	
resources	to	attain	assistance	with	gambling	addiction.	This	should	be	done	if	the	integration	of	this	
information	would	not	place	an	undue	burden	on	organizers	or	significantly	disrupt	the	activity.	

Activities	can	retroactively	be	banned	if	communications	from	activity	organizers	regarding	participants	
or	activities	are	demeaning,	derogatory,	otherwise	inappropriate,	or	encourage	harmful	gambling	
behaviors.	

	

	

The	following	is	a	list	of	groups/events	which	could	potentially	be	partners	in	raising	awareness	for	low-
risk	gambling	practices.	

• Orientation - Provides access to a large number of captive students. 
• Greek houses - Have required training which gambling materials/curriculum could be integrated into. 
• Student organizations - Always need engaging speakers. 

• Resident Assistant’s -Appreciate when campus resources make toolkits that include 
activities, discussion questions, and printouts for bulletin boards. 

• RA training is a great opportunity to make a lasting impression. 
• Competition to host the best attended/informative gambling event. 

• Local bars - Will attract students. Mutually beneficial partnerships can be created. 
• School sponsored Fantasy Football league with food prizes instead of money. 

• Inviting local eateries to supply food/activities at campus casino events. 
• Casino management - Relations need to be established, not  ignored. 
• Current campus events - Where low risk gambling information can be integrated and displayed. 

• Dining Halls - Requiring new students to have a meal plan creates a captive audience, driving 
attendance and exposure up. 

• Homecoming - Reaches a diverse group of students/organizations. 
	

• Athletics- Can provide alternative prizes to philanthropy nights and for fantasy leagues. 
• Can also display educational material at sporting events.   

	
Note:	it's	not	enough	to	reach	students.	Activities	must	be	relevant,	interesting,	and	memorable.	
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Your	university	should	consider	utilizing	students	as	a	resource	towards	problem	gambling	prevention.	
Students	can	provide	superior	insight	on	what	material	is	relevant	to	current	student	needs.	
Additionally,	they	have	channels	of	influence	which	make	raising	awareness	of	an	initiative	significantly	
more	effective.	

Students	on	this	task	force	could	be	responsible	for	implementing	for	example,	the	SureBetOhio	
campaign,	marketing	the	campus	gambling	initiatives,	recruiting	partners	for	the	initiative,	and	
collecting	non-monetary	prize	donations	for	gambling	events.	

	

	

Students	need	to	be	able	to	identify	where	to	go	for	support	if	they	are	concerned	for	themselves	or	a	
friend.	Faculty	and	staff	members	should	be	aware	of	campus	gambling	initiatives,	additional	
indications,	and	resources.	They	should	be	trained	on	how	to	approach	students	who	are	displaying	
warning	signs	of	any	sort	of	addiction;	gambling,	substance,	etc.		Training	on	identification	of	problem	
gambling	could	be	done	at	staff	meetings.			

	

	

	

The	campus	counseling	services	should	offer	resources	for	approaching	someone	with	concerning	gambling	
behaviors,	combating	one’s	gambling	addiction,	and	to	educate	on	low-risk	gambling.	Counselors	should	be	
aware	of	the	signs	of	problem	gambling	as	well	as	the	risks	and	how	to	address	this	with	students.		Off	
campus	problem	gambling	resources	should	also	be	identified	and	made	readily	available.
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Sample Gambling Event Planning Guidelines 
 

 

When	planning	an	event	featuring	gambling	activities,	it	is	important	to	intentionally	promote	low-risk	
gambling	over	high-risk	gambling.	This	could	include;	teaching	moderation,	having	non-monetary	prizes,	
disseminating	information	about	gambling	addiction	and	more.	

	

	

Here	is	a	checklist	of	ways	to	promote	low-risk	gambling	during	an	event.	

• Prizes: Whenever possible, avoid offering monetary prizes. This keeps winners from chasing their 
bets and reinvesting their earnings into additional gambling. Event tickets, theme park tickets, gift 
cards, etc. are still highly sought after without being able to be reinvested into gambling. You may also 
want to consider making prizes randomly drawn instead of awarded based on winnings. 

• Costs to play: The price per activity and entrance fee are difficult decisions. You must weigh the 
activity proceeds against the repercussions for players. When making this choice, consider the length of 
the event and the number of activities you expect each person to participate in. You may want to 
implement ways for players to participate in activities without investing more money, for example 
allowing players to earn additional plays by participating in non-gambling activities like trivia. 

• Limits: Consider instituting a cap on each attendee's costs and winnings, for example, charging a flat 
entrance fee with unlimited activities for a specified time. 

• Non-gambling activities: Gambling events should also feature non-gambling activities. This 
provides an opportunity for attendees to remain engaged with the event without excessively gambling. 
These activities should not be contingent on participating in a gambling activity. For example, 
attendees could have access to food without needing to play a gambling activity. 

• Theme selection and advertising: The language in advertising for a gambling activity sets the tone for 
the activity atmosphere. Phrases like, “roll the dice and change your life,” encourage the idea that 
attendees need to spend big to have a good time. Instead aim to set a tone that highlights fun and a 
chance to win. Focus on avoiding guarantees to win or competitiveness. 

• Alcohol consumption: Do not select a date, venue, or method of alcohol distribution that might lead 
to significantly impacted judgement of the participants when making monetary decisions. This does 
not mean that alcohol consumption should be banned, rather that it should not result in participants 
being incapable of making healthy spending choices (this also depends on the current campus alcohol 
policy). 

• Education: There are many ways to integrate educational information without compromising the 
quality of the activities. For ideas on how to integrate education, see the next section labelled “example 
activities”. 

I. 	

II. 	
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• Campus Ted Talk Style Event- In this Ted Talk style event, the university hosts speakers to educate 
on low-risk gambling prevention, probability, and the history of gambling. The key to this event’s 
success would be to provide speakers who are engaging and focus on educating and entertaining. 

• Deal or no deal- In this twist on the classic game show Deal or No Deal, players are encouraged to 
consider the actual probability of winning. At each round, the player is given, or can calculate, the odds 
of winning more than the bank offers. This subtly reminds players that gambling is chance driven and 
they should make sure bets instead of going for the jackpot. 

• Addiction role playing- Each player is assigned a persona to play throughout the night. Each 
player’s assignment will indicate how much currency the player gets, how many risks the player will 
take, how much money the persona can spend, how much time to dedicate to each game, etc. At the 
end, the player attempts to guess whether the persona is a low risk or problem gambler. 

• The more you know, the more you play- To receive a starter package of chips, players must 
correctly answer high-risk gambling related trivia questions. If all chips are used, they may return to 
the entrance and answer questions for additional chips. 

• Gambling with loans- Players are given a set amount of money at the start of the event. If they lose 
all of their currency, they could go to the "bank" and get a loan. However, there is interest on the loan 
and a cap on the amount taken out. Throughout the playing, the amount of the ante is periodically 
raised. 

	

	

Often	family	and	friends	realize	that	a	person’s	gambling	behaviors	are	unhealthy	before	the	person	with	the	
problem	is	able	to	realize	it.	Below	is	some	information	to	help	approach	someone	with	concerning	gambling	habits.		
The	best	thing	you	can	do	is	to	encourage	someone	to	seek	professional	help.			

Some	tips	for	having	this	conversation	are…	

• Be	direct	-	Clearly	ask	if	the	person	has	a	gambling	problem.	You	may	not	get	a	straight	answer,	but	your	
question	should	be	as	direct	as	possible.	

• Be	non-confrontational	-	It	is	very	important	that	you	approach	this	person	calmly	and	without	accusation	or	
judgment.	

• Be	supportive	-	As	with	any	addiction,	problem	gambling	is	often	accompanied	by	feelings	of	shame	
and	fear	of	discovery.	Remind	the	person	that	you	are	here	because	you	care,	not	to	attack	them.	

• Be	open	-	Explain	what	behaviors	and	incidents	led	to	this	conversation.	Share	your	concerns	
and	emphasize	how	their	actions	make	you	feel.	

• Be	a	resource	-	Even	if	the	person	does	not	admit	to	having	an	issue,	this	conversation	can	still	help	
them.	Share	resources	for	them	to	get	additional	help	and	re-approach	the	conversation	in	the	future	if	
the	problem	persists.		

	

III. 	
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Campaign Objectives  
Sample Campaign Objectives 

Implementation Goals 
• Implement campaign across a university campus, inclusive of at least 80% of campaign collateral, 

within one year. 

• Gambling policies will be established or updated across two thirds of the university community 
within three years of campaign implementation. 

• In universities which have executed the campaign, the low-risk gambling resources, such as 
attending workshops or posting collateral, are used by 10% more students within a year of 
campaign implementation. 

• Decrease high risk gambling behaviors by 20% within a year of campaign implementation as 
measured by surveys. 

• Decrease participation in monetary gambling events by 20%, within a year of campaign implementation as 
measured by surveys. 

• Increase awareness of the difference between high and low risk gambling by 20%, within a year of 
campaign implementation as measured by surveys. 

	

Awareness 
• Increase awareness of what constitutes gambling by 20%, within a year of campaign implementation as 

measured by surveys. 
• Increase total traffic to the SureBetOhio  online gambling resource page (returning and new visitors) by 

10% within a year of campaign implementation. 

• Increase engagement on SureBetOhio social media platforms by 10% within a  year of campaign 
implementation  as measured by user interactions per post (likes, comments, shares, retweets, 
mentions, etc.). 

• Increase awareness of campaign by 10% within a year of campaign implementation as measured 
by surveys. 

• Increase awareness of how to assist suspected high-risk gambling behaviors amongst friends and 
family of students by 10% within a year of campaign implementation as measured by click 
through rates to the gambling helpline.   

• Increase awareness of low-risk gambling behaviors by 20% with a year of campaign implementation 
as measured by surveys.
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University Case Study  
Sample	Executions	

‣ Step One: Investigate the market 

‣ Step Two: Think like the audience 

‣ Step Three: Define the problem 

‣ Step Four: Form a plan 

‣ Step Five: Consider how to disseminate the message 

‣ Step Six: Develop the messaging
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Step One: Investigate the market 

 

Key	trends	which	define	how	gambling	fits	into	students’	lives.	

	

‣ Most students do not realize how much they gamble or do not consider certain actives as gambling 
(sports betting, Greek events, “scratch-offs” in stockings). 

‣ Sports are highly linked to gambling- Super Bowl outcomes, Fantasy Football, and March 
Madness are prime examples.   

‣ Fraternities/sororities host many gambling events. 

‣ There is more gambling around special events and holidays. 

‣ There is a preconception that college students do not gamble, (i.e. not enough funds to gamble). 

‣ Students are only reasonably confident they could identify a gambling issue in friends/family and 
do not know what to do if they are concerned about a friend. 

	

	

	

Step Two: Think like the audience 
• FUNCTION- Gambling has functions such as: entertainment, philanthropy, and celebration 

• FEELING- Gambling could be associated with fun, excitement, coming of age, status, 
accomplishment and safe risk taking. 

• COMPATIBILITY- Gambling could fit into the Target Audience’s lives during social activities, as a rite 
of passage, during professional-sports related events and as one of few entertainment options 
associated with living on or near campus. 

• COST- Gambling costs might include monetary costs, a shame of losing, time away from other 
activities, “missing out,” financial issues, relationship issues, depression/anxiety over the habit, and 
addiction. 
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Step Three: Define the problem 

 

Undertaking	an	activity	which	risks	the	loss	of	money,	property,	or	items	of	value.	Gambling	
activities	include,	but	are	not	limited	to:	

‣ Gambling themed events (e.g. Casino nights) 

‣ Sports betting (e.g. brackets or fantasy leagues) 

‣ Tournaments, auctions, contests, lotteries, raffles, drawing or gift enterprises 

‣ Activities involving placing bets or wagers, both in person or online 

‣ Games of chance involving dice, chips, or gambling devices (e.g. bingo or slots) 

‣ Games of skill (e.g. popping balloons with a dart) 
	

	

	

‣ Making non-monetary bets when possible. 

‣ Setting limits on the time and money spent gambling. 

‣ Balancing gambling with other entertainment activities. 

‣ Not borrowing, stealing, using personal investments or using family savings to gamble. 

‣ Gambling with others, not alone. (have a “Blackjack buddy”) 

‣ Not gambling with judgment that is impaired by alcohol or other drugs. 

‣ Becoming educated about the warning signs of problem gambling. 

‣ Accepting losses: i.e. not chasing money. 

‣ Not using gambling to escape from problems or feelings. 

‣ Thinking of gambling as an entertainment source, not as a way to earn money/pay debts. 

‣ Understanding that winning happens by chance and is not the most likely outcome. 
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Any	gambling	which	hurts	a	person’s	job,	health,	finances,	reputation	or	relationships	is	“high	risk”	or	
“problem”	gambling.	This	might	manifest	itself	as:	

‣ Borrowing, stealing or going into debt to gamble. 

‣ Lying about gambling or keeping it a secret. 

‣ Spending more money than planned or more than a person can afford. 

‣ Losing track of time and playing for longer than intended. 

‣ Trying to win back money you have already lost by gambling more, i.e. chasing losses. 

‣ Having conflicts with family or friends about gambling. 

‣ Ignoring physical health because of gambling. 

‣ Using gambling to earn money or pay debts. 

	
Even	if	gambling	is	not	economically	problematic,	there	are	mental	attitudes	that	indicate	an	issue.	
Some	examples	of	this	include:	

‣ Considering gambling as a way to escape from problems or feelings. 

‣ Feeling depressed or angry after gambling. 

‣ Ignoring work, school, friends and family responsibilities because of gambling. 

‣ No longer believing that gambling is chance. Believing that loses will be recuperated if the 
gambler doesn’t give up or sticks to a certain system. 

‣ Being consumed with thoughts of gambling. 

‣ Feeling out of control and unable to stop gambling. 

‣ Making gambling a priority in a person’s life. 

	
Some	of	the	warning	signs	for	unhealthy	gambling	include:	

‣ Sudden drop in grades or failure to complete assignments on time. 

‣ Uncharacteristically forgetting appointments or dates. 

‣ Exaggerated display of money or other material possessions. 

‣ Unaccountable explanation for new items of value or loss of possessions. 

‣ Intense interest in gambling conversations or bragging about winning at gambling. 
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‣ Unusual interest in newspapers/magazines/periodicals/sports scores. 

‣ Use of gambling language (i.e. bet, bookie, point spread, underdog, favorite). 

‣ Frequent mood swings (stress, distress, anxiety or depression). 

‣ Withdrawing from family and friends. 

‣ Making unsuccessful attempts to cut back or stop gambling. 

	

Step Four: Form a plan 

 

Suggested	measures	of	success	might	include:	

• Increased use of gambling addition resources, such as counseling. 

• Decrease in high risk gambling behaviors. 

• Decrease in monetary gambling. 

• Increase in awareness of the difference between high and low risk gambling. 

• Increase the awareness of what constitutes sports gambling. 

• Increase total traffic to the SureBetOhio homepage (by returning and new visitors). 

• Increase total traffic to the SureBetOhio online gambling resource page (by returning and new visitors). 

• Increase engagement on SureBetOhio social media platforms as measured by user actions per post 
(likes, comments, shares, retweets, mentions, etc.). 

• Increase awareness of how to assist a suspected gambling addict amongst key groups (i.e.  Friends and 
family of students, faculty and staff, or student organizations). 

• Establish the SureBetOhio campaign as its ideal position (i.e.  As a relevant and helpful resource, and 
as an authority on healthy gambling and or as an helpful resource to plan educational programs). 
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Step Five: Consider how to disseminate the message 

 

‣ Press releases- campus, city, state, 
and national publications 
(newspapers and magazines) 

‣ Email announcements- departments 
and students 

‣ Social media- campaign, campus 
wide, campus departments, student 
groups 

‣ Giveaways- T-shirts and reusable 
water bottles are especially desirable 

‣ Buttons for cashiers 

‣ Register decals 

‣ Campus computer display screens 

‣ Student portal ads 

‣ Department website banners 

‣ Banners / Flyers / Posters 

‣ Chalk messages on sidewalks 

‣ Yard signs  

‣ Student planners 

‣ Campus mailbox stuffers 

‣ Table toppers and rack cards 

‣ Napkin holder inserts 

‣ Door hangers- student housing 

‣ Transportation ads- taxis, buses, etc.
	

	
‣ Student union 

‣ Dining halls 

‣ Sporting arenas 

‣ Libraries 

‣ Student housing 

‣ Major walkways 

‣ Classrooms 

‣ Department break rooms 

‣ Student web portal 

‣ T.V. advertising in buildings 

‣ Parking garages 

‣ Campus vendors (bookstore, dining) 

‣ Student mailboxes 

‣ Campus seating (benches, tables) 

‣ Advertising racks 

‣ Napkin holders 
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These	are	all	places	that	groups	typically	reach	students	on	a	campus.	That	means	a	lot	of	competition	
for	your	message.	Whenever	possible,	scope	out	the	location	you	are	posting	and	see	what	features	
the	messages	have	in	common.	Then	avoid	that.	Some	examples	include:	

‣ Make posters oversized (take up the wall!), odd shapes, weird colors, or place them in an unusual 
place (hang them from the ceiling). 

‣ Instead of setting up a table in the student union, bring a tent. 

‣ Place an ad on a taxi cab and park it on the most popular walkway on campus. 

 
Step Six: Develop the messaging 

 

‣ Promote low-risk gambling behaviors 

‣ Educate on many forms of gambling, especially by addressing sports gambling 

‣ Highlight alternative activities to do on campus 
	

	

It	is	a	“sure	bet”	that	you	will	have	fun	gambling	if	you	are:	

	

‣ Setting limits (time and money) when gambling. 

‣ Remembering that gambling, like other activities, is more fun when you don’t do it alone. 

‣ Not chasing money.  

This	approach	also	plays	on:	

‣ Questioning the system and possibly gaming it – think original “truth” for tobacco; 

‣ Realizing they have taken a negative action, learning from it, and ultimately laughing at it; 

‣ Recognizing that “embarrassment” may be a tool to alert; 

‣ Common language of the target audience.
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Appendix	1:	Market	Scan	
 

‣ School Overview 

‣ Cost of Attendance 

‣ Student Resources 

‣ Campus Life 

‣ Demographic
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There	are	currently	over	150	universities	in	the	state	of	Ohio.		Throughout	the	state	you	will	find	over	a	
dozen	community	colleges,	13	public	four	year	universities,	and	143	private	four	year	universities.	The	
Ohio	State	University	is	in	the	top	5	highest	enrolled	Universities	in	the	nation.			

	

	

As	of	the	2016-2017	school	year,	the	average	tuition	for	colleges	in	the	state	of	Ohio	was	
$15,153.	This	is	slightly	above	the	national	average	for	tuition	costs	making	Ohio	the	19th	most	
expensive,	34th	most	affordable	state	in	which		to	attend	college.	Tuition	costs	can	range	from	
$3,926	at	Central	State	University	to	$51,324	at	Oberlin	College.			

	

	

At	most	universities	in	Ohio	you	can	find	many	on-campus	amenities	such	as:	

• Fitness- Most universities offer recreational facilities, free for students on campus. 

• Health and wellness- Most universities offer student counseling services, health centers, educational 
programs on healthy living, and ethics & student conflict resolution services. 

• Involvement and recreation- Most universities offer community engagement and service programs, 
social programing, and an array of recreational activities ranging from nationally ranked multilevel NCAA 
teams to hundreds of intramural and club sports teams.  Most universities also offer study abroad 
programing as well as various local and national trip and volunteer opportunities as well as festivals, 
fundraisers, speakers, etc.   

• Personal Development- Most universities offer career services, leadership programs, and  learning 
centers (tutoring). 

• Arts and culture- Most universities offer art centers and performances (music, dance, theatre, 
comedy).  There are a plethora of museums and art galleries that can be found on college 
campuses across the state.  Traditions specific to various universities include art shows, fashion 
shows, concerts, theatre, etc.  

	

	

At	most	Ohio	universities	students	are	required	to	live	on	campus	for	at	least	their	first	year.	
Meal	plans	are	usually	required	for	on-campus	students.	Residential	features	can	include:	
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• Resident Assistant Position- One-on-one conversations, bulletin boards and floor/building 
events. Themes of these duties include: academic success, cultural competency, effective community 
engagement, and interpersonal development. 

• Living Learning Communities- Buildings/floors specialized to an interest (i.e. a major) 

• Resident Leadership Teams- Head social and community building initiatives, program for 
community goals, and advocate for student and university issues and needs. 

	

 
Community	
College	

Main	Campus	of	
Universities		

AMERICAN	INDIAN/	ALASKA	NATIVE	 <1%	 <1%	

ASIAN	 2%	 3%	

BLACK/	AFRICAN	AMERICAN	 15%	 9%	

NATIVE	HAWAIIAN/	PACIFIC	ISLANDER	  
<1% 

 
<1% 

WHITE	&	UNKNOWN	 68%	 73%	

HISPANIC/LATIN	 4%	 4%	

MULTI-RACIAL	 2%	 3%	

NON-RESIDENT	ALIEN	 1%	 3%	

	


